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IN OUR 77th YEAR

Big Judgement 'Senatorial Candidates Stump
Handed Down State In Effort To Gain Votes
By Court

• C:Iloway County Circuit Court
handed down two indictments
yesterday, including a damage
claim againtt the state.
Doc Boggess, Murray, w a s
awarded 1450.00 for compensation involving a right-of-way
that the state planned to build
on his property.
The jury also awarded Edward
Fitts and his daughter. Francis
.Fitts of Puryear, Tenn., a total
"Pot $7500.00 for damage and bodily injury, suffered In an automobile accident Aug. 21. 1955
at the 95 Drive-In theatre entrance.
Fitts testified that his automobile was struck by a vehicle
driven by James Stubblefield,
17 of Hazel and as a result,
both he and his daughter were
hospitalized.
A Fitts received 66000. and his
ilysix-year old daughter was awarded $1500. They were represented by Hugh McLain, a
Paris attorney.

State Employees
Hard On Coffee
•

qPi

Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 3, 1956

FRANKFORT, Oct. 3 ais
The Chandler administration
fhTuesday fire the first shot in
a battle against late breakfasts
and too many coffee breaks
among state employes.
Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield, speaking for Gov. A. B.
Chandler, told the governor's
cabinet that something must be
done about the situation.
Waterfield explained that a
recent check showed that an
average of 70 persons daily have
"'been eating breakfast in the
state cafeteria between the -hours
of 8 a.m. and 8:30 'a.m/ -despite
the fact that all state workers
are supposed to be at their desks
no later than 8.
Waterfield also said the check
revealed that a "considerable
number of employes" are taking
four coffee breaks each day instead of two. One in the
_ morning and one in the afternoon
generally
is considered
par."
Waterfield said the checkup
on the cafeteria habits of state
workers had been made by Commissioner of Conservation Laban
Jackson, at the request of the
governor's office. The cafeteria
is operated by the state Division
of Parks, which is in Jackson's
department.

'Services Sunday
At Pleasant Valley
There will be services at the
Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
next Sunday, October 7th, and
cn each first Sunday of each
month thereafter.
Bible Stuudy will be conducted each Sunday starting at
10:00 o'clock a.m, according to
the Minister, Connie Burton.
The public is invited to attend
all services.
TOBACCO CURING NEWS
By United Press
The weather bureau and University of Kentucky agricultural
experts warned that the current
period of humid weather could
cause extensive houseburn in tobacco now in barns.
It advised farmers not equipped to heat their curing barns
artificially to take advantage of
any break in the clouds today
to open barns f o r maximum
drying.
If equipped for heat, farmers
were advised to start barn fires
this afternoon.
Curing weather, which w a s
poor Tuesday, was expected to
be only fair to poor today and
Thursday and possibly Friday

WEATHER
REPORT

-

By UNITED PRESS
Southwest Kentucky- Cloudy,
warm and humid today, tonight
and Thursday with occasional
sprinkles or intermittent light
rain. High today and Thursday
about 80, low tonight 65.
Some 5:30 am. temperatures:
Louisville $5, Lexington 63. Bowling Green 67. Paducah 89.
Covington 58, London 63 and
Hopkinsville 88
Evansville, Ind., 67.

By UNITED PRESS
words" for the President's speech
The only Kentuckians who but that in many specific cases
will miss seeing seeing at least "the words were contrary to
one of the state's four candidates the acts of the Republican adfor the U. S. Senate between ministration."
now and Nov. 6 are probably
"The President said his adbedridden, in jail or living in ministration broadened Social
an area not served by roads or Security coverage and put
trails.
through the biggest real increase
The candidates are blanketing in benefits in the program's
the state, making speeches in history." Clements said. "The
major towns and stopping for Democratic Congress did this in
handshaking appearances a n d the face of Republican opposichats in hamlets.
tion." he added.
• The two Democratic candidates
Wetherby said he was "gratitoured the 1st and 6th congres- fied" that President Eisenhower
sional districts today,. while their recognized Kentucky has given
Republican opposite numbers 18 year olds the right to vote,
traveled the 5th, 6th and 8th in a speech at Paris.
districts.
"As governor of Kentucky, I
John Sherman Cooper, ss ho supported the amendment to the
carried the 6th District by a state Constitution which was
substantial margin against the necessary to reduce the voting
late Tom Underwood in 1952, age to 18," Wetherby said in
stopped at Ghent. Warsaw and reference to a remark the PresiWilliamstown in the 5th District. dent made Monday.
'
He planned to end the day with
"The federal government and
a dip into the 6th District and the present Republican adminisan adeiress at Cynthiana.
tration did not have a thing
His running mate, Thruston B. to do with giving the 18 year
Morton. journeyed into the tra- olds the right to vote," the
ditionally strong GOP ground of former governor charged.
the 8th District, with speeches
At Carrollton. Cooper charged
at Corbin, Grays Knob and that his opponent, Wetherby, set
Barbourville.
that "damaging precedent" of
Democratic candidate Earle C. raising state taxes est-tobacco:Clements "stumped" the 1st Dis"If this precedent-is' followed
trict at Eddyville, Smithland and by other states." the former
Paducah', while his running mate, senator said, "it will seriously
Lawrence W. Wetherby, was at limit tobacco consumptian and
Stanton, Mount Sterling a n d drive down your prices."
Winchester in the 6th District.
Cooper recalled that tobacco
Clements and Wetherby both farmers and the Kentucky Farm
chose rebuttal of President Ei- Bureau strongly protested against
senhower's speech at Lexington the Wetherby tobacco tax inMonday night as subjects of ; crease "they marched on Franktheir talks Tuesday.
fort in order to get a hearing,
At Fulton. Clements said he which he did not want to give
had no idea "who provided the them, and he forced this tax
on their backs."
At Williamsburg. Morton said
one o( the most significantjecomplishments of "this adtriiidttration has been the unshackling
of the great American will to
produce."
Wheat acreage on farms in
"Bold, positive, and imaginaacres'
determined
in
will
be
1957
tive policies and programs have
Wilson,
D.
acres,
Q.
and tenths of
been substituted for the timid,
Chairman of the Calloway Coun- negative, and dogmatic thinking
ty ASC Committee,• said yester- and planning of the past administration," Morton said.
day.
wheat
the
Consequently
if
acreage exceeds the allotment as
much as one tenth (0.1) acre
the farm shall be considered in
excess and would be notified
accordingly.
By United Press
Previously the illotment had
Autumn showers dampened
to be exceeded by (1.0) for the
farm to be considered excess. wide sections of the nation today
Mr. Wilson said this change was and a cool air mass dropped
made after much consideration temperatures across t h e Great
and is necessary to eliminate a Lakes states.
Showers spread light rainfall
considerable acreage of wheat
produced in excess of the allot- from the Gulf Coast as far north
ment on those farms that took as Tennessee Tuesday. More rain
advantage of the previous nine fell in the Southwesiern states
from southern Utah to Southern
tenth (0.9) acre tolerance.
California,
The squally weather spawned
a tornado near Lafayette, La..
but no damage was reported.Local outbursts of violent weather in the Northeastern states included a tree-leveling storm near
Rochester, N.Y.
Cooler weather in the states
bordering the Great Lakes dropped temperatures 26 degrees in
Moline, Ill., and 24 degrees in
South Bend, Ind. Morning readings in the area hovered in the

WNW Acreage To
Be Figured In
Tenths Of Acres

Autumn Showers
Dampen Nation

October Is
Loyalty Month
A
t Methodist

The month of October is being
observed as Loyalty Month at
the First Methodist Church, according to a statement today by
the pastor, Rev. Paul T. Lyles.
includes
every
program
The
phase of the church life. From
the worship service on Sunday
morning to the last committee
meeting.
Emphasis is being given to
better
attendance
and
fuller
participation. It is expected that
this program will be left in
School, youth
work,
Sunday
woman's work, Methodist Men.
etc. An attempt is being made
to have every member of the
church kri attendance during the
month of October.
Of special importance is the
evening worship service. Various
groups in the church will sponhis service. The W.S.C.S.
sor
will sponsor the first evening
se cc in Loyalty Month,- -Oct.
7. A ter theln the groups sponsoring this sillkece are. Methodist
Men, Youth and Official Board.
The Commission of Membership and Evangelism is in charge
of the Loyalty Program. Leonard
Vaughn is chairman.

mid 40s•
rood
u

.

Distribution
Planned For Friday
Surplus food commodities will
be distributed on Friday, October
5. from 8:30 to 4:30 in back of
Tabers Upholstery Shop on- North
Third Street, according to Mrs.
Buford Hurt, who, with Mrs.
Cecil Farris, is in charge of food
distribution.
All persons are urged to bring
nece)teary credentials and con-

Bass Activity
Increases On Lake
FRANKFORT 1111 -The State
Fish and Wildlife Department
Tuesday reported increased bass
fishing activity throughout ,Kentucky. especially at Dale Hollow.
The department noted that reports
from
Cumberland
and
Kentucky lakes, as well as Dale
Hollow, phint to better bass
catches, mostly by casting the
banks with surface lures in the
early morning.

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Has Set Of Old
Cups And Saucers

LIFE SENTENCES AT 19
47111Pirdieb..

Mrs. George Cornett. of Kirksey route two has a set of cups
and saucers which are very old,
but she does not know exactly
how (lld.
They belonged to her grandmother, Mrs. Mary Smith, who
used them throughout her lifeitme. Mrs. Cornett received them
when her grandmother died in
1903, fifty-three years ago.
The cups and saucers are still
in very good condition in spite
of their great age and use.

Hair Dressers
Cosmetologists
Form Unit

Murray State Should Do Well
If Injury Rating Is Criteria
If a team can play the best
game of the season when injuries are numerous, then Murray State's Racers ought to be
better than ever Saturday against liAtirehead because three more
players got on the casualty list
at Eastern.
Actually. Murray won because
the "horses" that the coaches
depend upon came through as
expected. Don Heine, Al Giordano. Marlin Henley, .1. D. Burdin, John Daniel. Don Sparks,
Don Johnson, and Dave Bottos
all played their best game of the
year.
The trio injured at Eastern
Inelude Dim Hetherington, Cleatut Cagle. and Jim Lance. Hetherington received a knee injury
on hit second play of the game.
Cagle injured an ankle, and
Lance hurt his back.
In looking forward to Saturday's tilt with the Eagles of
Morehead, Coach Jim CulliV an
said
"We respect Morehead because
at lhe gosel_Dillate they gave
"Nnnessee Tech. Morehead has

Methodists
Plan Rally
hay unday

Mrs. Pace Receives
Letter Of Thanks
From Fort Campbell

Mary Pace, Ext.xuetve
Secretary of the Calloway County chapter of the American Red
CrosS is in receipt of a letter
thanking the local people for
Next Suunday, October 7, is birthday cakes used at the Fort
the beginning of a new Sunday Campbell Hospital.
The letter follows:
school year in the First Methodist church, according to a stateDear Mrs. Pace:
ment today by Rue Overby, SuOn behalf of the patients we
perintendent of membership cul- would like to
tell you how
tivation.
much we appreciate the check
The First Methodist church of for the
birthday cakes. With
Murray observed promotion day the money
you sent we are
on last Sunday for the youth. getting
a number of small cakes
Next Sunday all the promoted to use on the
isolation ward
youth will attend their new clasbecause other patients are not
ses in the Sunday school.
allowed in their room.
A cordial appeal is being made
Due to the nature of their
by the First Methodist church to
clieease it is necessary for them
all members and to any visitors,
to have a -private birthday
to be in Sunday School 'next
IsIrty". Often they become very
An
exat
9:45.
morning
Sunday
lonesome and discoutaged becellent teaching staff, under the cause they are unable to assoSparks,
Harry
leadership of Dr.
chats with other patients; conchurch school superintendent, sequently their morale is very
qualified
will be on duty to bring
low. Nothing helps quite like
Christian teaching.
having ones birthday rememberThe Sunday school attendance ed, even if no one is present
of the First Methodist church but the nurse, corpsman and
has increased substantially over Red Cross worker. Sometimes
the past three years. Members other patients are allowed to
of the Commission -9n Education, stand in the hall and take part
Holmes Ellis, chairman, are most in the party which helps a great
interested in getting a full atten- deal.
'dance representation Elf their
While we always try to rechurch membership on rally day, member the patients' birthday
October 7.
on this ward, very often we
are unable to celebrate it with
a• cake.
The patients are always told
who is responsible for their
cakes and each one has asked
us to express their sincere apAfter qualifying for and swim- preciain. to you and Calms ay
ming in the British Nationals, County.
atBlackpool, England, Miss Jeri
Sincerely.
Bishop has returned to school
at Marymount International con(Miss) Verble Crawford
vent, in London, England. Be-Acting Field Director
school,
to
London
fore going .to
(Miss) Estelle Burt
Reed
she was on the Walter
Senior Recreation Worker
Swimming Team in Washington,
D. C.
Jeri is the seventeen year old
daughter of Col, and Mrs. James
C. Bishop of Arlington. Va.
James Bishop grew up in
Murray. He is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Bishop
of this city and the brother of ,
Mrs. Jack Frost. Jim. Jr. is now
in his third year at West Point
Military Academy The Bishops
T he Brooklyn Dodgers won
have two other children, Mar- th• first game of the 1956 World
garet Hallie 9 lind Robert 7.
Series today winning over the
New York Yankees by a score
of 6-3.
YANKEE ODDS BOOSTED
Brooklyn got two runs in the
BROOKLYN, Oct. 3 gh -A
late boost .in odds, due accord- bottom of (vie second to tie the
ing to the odds-makers, to a score 2-2, after th• Yankees put
$400.000 wager placed on the two across in the last of the
Yankees by a wealthy Texas first inning.
In the third inning Gil Hodges
oil man, sent the Yankees into
the opening game of the World clobbered a three run homer
Series today as 11-5 favorites to giving the Dodgers a 5-2 lead.
win the whole series.
• 4114rs.

the best team it has had in four
jears,"
-Since Morehead is our first
home game of the season there
will be an all-out' effort by
the Seam and coaches for a good
performance."
Coach Cullivan indicated that
he did. not think Murray had
reached a peak yet and that
a good passing offense was in
the making which would help
the Racers get to. that peak.
The Racer coaching staff hopes
to have Dick Utley ready for
Saturday. Utley did not go to
Eastern because of two bad
ankles, nor did Kay Rogers who
had one ankle injury. Rogers
is a question mark for play on
Saturday. Previously hurt players who
may get to play the Eagles
include Ronnie Phillips and Gene
Nelson. Phillips was used sparingly at Richmond and Nelson
did not play -because of a back
injury received in the Florence
game. • Benny Bradley also did
not play because of injuries from
the Florence tilt.
Jere Stripling, Murray's starting quarterback. is not considered by ithe coaches to be at
top strength for the coming
game.
Morehead has'a new coach,
Paul Adams. who was a Little
All-American at Morehead before the war. He played professional football with several teams
and then went into high school
coaching.
The Morehead team has a
lot of new men, only nine
lettermen. The Eagles are ' said
to have a balanced attack and
a good defense.

The National Hair Dressers
and Cosmetologists Association
members of Murray had a call
meeting Monday evening St the
Charm Beauty Shop to organize
Unit' No. 275.
Officers nominated to serve
were Mrs. Eloise King, president;
A
'
) Weeks, vice president; int0 Pk
Mrs. .195
Mrs. Edith Sledd, secretary; Mrs.
Judy Adams. financial secretary: 1 NEW YORK OP --The polite
Mrs. Kathryn Lax, treasurer; contest for the attention of SunGeraldine Hopkins. Marie Hall, day television viewers broke out
Fay Farris, Lucy Beshear, Lou Into an angry battle today beLee, and Rosetta Burkeen, trus- tween Ed Sullivan and Steve
tees.
Allen.
A banquet will be held in
Allen, who has been battling
the coral room of the Hall Hotel Sullivan in a war of ratings
on October 17th at 7:30 o'clock in since this summer, charged
the evening. One of the state Tuesdas
Sullivan
that
night
officers from Louisville will be at
bu.
esstag
Deeaa show
out hheis
pirated
present to install the officers
late James
of Unit 275.
"I had gotten the impressiOn
The monthly meetings will be that he (Sullivan) was. . .one of
held every third Monday. All the industry's 'nice guys," Albeauticians are cordially invites: 4pieri
said.
'
"I naturafly made no secret of 10
our plan to do the Deem 4ributel
as I ha‘e always been under the
impression that television is an
ethical business." Allen said.
"Evidently my confidence was
•
Monday's complete record fol- mispleced."
--Sullivan brushed aside Allen's
lows:
Verne 0. Kyle, general man34
Census
charges.
60
"I'm not even doing a James ager, Murray Manufacturing
Adult Beds
26
Emergency Beds
Dean tribute," he said. "I'm just Company. Murray, is one of six
Patients Admitted
2
going to show a small film clip new vice-presidents of Associat3
Patients Dismissed
of 'Giant,' a movie in which ed Industries of Kentucky. He
business
was elected at the
0
New Citizens
Dean has a role."
Sullivan lost only one round group's 46th annual board meetPatients admitted from Friday
3:00 p.m. to Monday 4:30 p.m. to Allen in their battle so far. ing in Louisville Monday night.
John J. Delker, vice-president
Mrs. William Nelson, 420 W. Allen hired Elvis Presley for his
9th, Benton; Mrs. William Downs show one week and topped Sul- of Delker Brothers Manufacturand baby boy, Rt. 6, Murray; livan in the Trendex rating that ing Company. Heisderson, w a s
elected president of the stateMrs., Henry Lovins, Rt. 5, Mur- week. ,
wide business and industry asray; Mr. Gerry Requarth, P.O.
sociation.
Box 381, Murray; Mr. Winifred
Others elected vice-presidents
Allison, 401 So. 11th St., Murray;
are: Marion M. Johnson, treasurMr. James Harold Ezell, Rt. I,
er, Brown - Forman Distillers
Murray: Mrs. Joe B. Littleton
and baby boy, 201 So. 8th St.,
The annual homemakers meet- Corp., Louisville; Freeman S.
Murray; Miss Linda Lois Fen- ing will be held Thursday at Webb, district manager, General
nell, Rt. 1, Dexter: Miss Deborah the Kenlake from 10.00 a m to Refractories Company, Ashland;
Kenneth V. Lawson, president.
Gail Bagdoyan, Box 96, Calvert. 3•00 p.m.
City; Mr. Howard Glenn Bucy,
The guest speakers for the Lawson and Company, Harlan;
Rt. 1. Almo; Mrs. Frances Wig- occasion
will
be Mr. Harry and Thomas A. Bell, president,
Liberty Cherry and Fruit Comgins. 402 So. 11th St., Murray.
Sparks and Mrs. C. C. Lowry,
pany. Covington. and W. H.
Skinner, vice-president, Kentucky Utilities Company. Lexington.
The membership had earlier
.olected Mr. Kyle to a two-year
term as director. He has served
in this capacity since
1953.
Another Murray' business man,
H. J. Fenton. manager of the
By RICHARD W. HATCH
fought with his wife frequently, Murray HosieryMills. had previously served as an A.I.K. viceUnited Press Staff Correspondent the neighbors said.
CLINTON, N. C., Oct. 3 Itlit It was a beating he gave president in 1950 and 1951 and
"My children are gone, my chil- his pretty wife Christine that as a director frosts 1.148 through
dren are gone. If I could just- apparently touched off the chain 1952.
hear Sissie say 'mommy' again." of events leading. to his ex,
Mrs. Rufus A. King was al- riflebutt and shotgun slaying of
most incoherent as she made the children, Alice Gray 12:
plans for the funeral of Susie Joseph (Sonny Boy 1. 10; Melvin,
and her five other children who It: Jerry, al:- Ruth, 3. and Susan,
were slain by her berserk hus- 2.
A new' tripe of sorghum grain
band Tuesday before he killed
Drove Wife From House
yielded 71•- bushels per acre for
himself.
King, who was born and rear- Ralph Stewart, a farmer in the
"Susie would wake me Up in ed within a mile of the death- New Providence community, it
the night and pat me on the scene, drove his wife from the was disclosed yesterday by S.
cheek and say 'mommy'," MrS. house Monday night. She went V. Foy. County Agent.
King sobbed at the pome of to the 'home of one of her
In addition to the amount
her mother, Mrs. Wiley Tyndall. three brothers and fur sisters, combined. Mr. Stewart also
As Mrs. King made prepara- Robert Tyndall, in Cli
stored 400 ton of silage from
tions for the mass funeral today,
Tyndall swore out a
arrant the sorghum, known as gurno.
neighbors tried to piece together against King, chargin
m with According to Foy. over 500 acres
recollections of her quiet hus- assault. He said Mrs. King had of grain sorghum is produced
band, a man so like themselves threatened him with divorce be- in the county.
they hardly noaced him until fore she left the house.
he slaughtered ihe children and
King drove to town in his
FIVE DAY FORECAST
then shot himself between the 1939 model car about 6 a.m.
eyes.
Tuesday and learned of the
By UNITED PRESS
A Religious Man
warrant. Apparently in a fit
Kentucky - Temperatures for
King, 35. V, AS a religious man. of rage and jealousy, he sped the five - day period. Thursday
He set aside a tithe of his home again.
through Monday, will average
corn land each year for his
He rushed into. the' house near the normal of 63 degrees.
church. He was poor but worked where his oldest daughter Was Only minor temperature fluctuabreakfast
for t he tions are predicted for the perihard for his family, the neigh- preparing
children. The coroner placed the od. Rainfall will average one
bors said.
But King had one glaring time of all their deaths at about half to one inch, with frequent
fault. He had a bad temper and 6:30 a.m.
periods of showers.

TV Contest Turns
Battle

TWO 19-YEAS-OLDS, Frederick P.. Stober (left) and Edward J.
Wells, walk to court in Dedham, Mass., to hear themselves sentenced to life imprisonment in the $34 holdup slaying of John
Harkins, 53, 'a filling station attendant. Stober Ls from Jamaica
(International Soundphoto),
Plains, Mass., Wells from Roxbury.
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TUL.....LUDGER /ft-

PACE TWO
,.....WINI•••••••••••

THE LEDGER & TIMES
Pl'IllstaRLD BY LItliGER a TIMES FUBLISMING COMPANY. Jae.
Conselidation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald. October 30. 1928, and the West Kentuckian. January !
II, 1942

JAMBI C. WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER _

YANKEES FAVORED IN SERIES

We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
bes.
Mr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the
Interest of our readers.
PliaMENTATWEs. WALLACE WITMER CO., ISse
E11Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Park Awe., New York, 307 N Michigan
Ave. Chicago; 80 Bolyston St. Boston.
-as
Entered at the Pnst. Office. Murray. Kentucky, for trassinhaton
Second Class Matter
_
flUBSCIRIPTION 11117111: By Carrier in Murray, per week lie. Per
else
motet Me. In Calloway and adjoining counties. per year OA:

YANKEE STADIUM

•

Milwa-niee
To
Be
Or
Sal the Ilarb
Welcomes
On Mound In ha gin% Braves Back

World Series today

MILWAUKEE aR - Heartbroken Milwaukee Braves fans
roared "welcome home" to their
where. $3-30•
May. lie racked up 13 victories, team despite the loss' of the
By LE9 , H. PETERSEN
including the only no-hitter of National League pennant to
United Press Sports writer
WEDNESDAY *- OCTOBER 8. 1956
his career against the Philadel- Brooklyn and warned "wait 'til
3 111
BROOKLYN. Oe
The favored New York Yankees, phia Phil:: on Sept. 25 in a game next year."
The damp-eyed braves and
bent on revenge, went out be- the Dodgers had to win to stay
fore President Eisenhower and in the pennant race. Even in the their fans died hard when BrookLEDGER & TIMES FILE
behind their ace left hander midst of the celebration of his lyn grabbed away the pennant
was in the final game of the season
performance, Sal
Whitey Ford today to prove that no-hit
Mr. and Mrs. George Jenkins announce the marriage
Sunday and some fans broke
the Brooklyn Dodgers' World thinking about today.
of
son
Orr,
Melford
to
Jane
Hilda
daughter.
of their
k‘ar was a
Series victory last
"This was wonderful," he said, down in tears when World Setook
ceremony
The
Murray.
Orr,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy
fluke.
"but the one I really want to ries plans were shattered.
at the
place Saturday. September 14. at two o'clock
But 15.000 to 20,000 supporters,
.
win is the one I'm pitching next
Rev.
But old Sal Maglie, baseball's
aided by a brass band and
home of Rev. and Mrs. T. G. Shelton in Murray.
Wednesday."
"barber" who shaves them close
colorful Indian dancers, shouted
Shelton officiated at- the double ring ceremony.
Dodger Manager Walter Alston
with his pin-point curve ball,
borne
a welcome when the team landed
Mrs. Mode Orr. 74. died last Thursday at the
was out to show 'em it wafn't. hesitated before naming Maglie from St. Louis Sunday night
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Ohio State Trims

BULBS

in your choke of three exquisite designs. Start
be agreeably surprised -how fast your siverware

$2.00 doz.
82.50 doz.

"Remember To Ask For ROGERS SILVERWAR

$1.00 doz.

Hyacinths, white - blue Jonquils, 4 varieties
Crocus, 4 colors . .

.

pink

. 50c doz.

THEY

THESE AFE THE VERY BEST TOP 'SIZE BULBS

SHIRLEY FLORIST
Phone 188

500 No. 4th

BUCKEYE END LEO BROWN (85) blocks George Harohnian's punt, anti filen icOoin up the loose
touchdown. as Ohio State delighted 82.173 Columbus, Ohio. fans
,;.; scamper IS yaws f :
(International Soundphoto)
wing a _greatly undrimanned Nebraska team 31-7.
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MURRAY FLORIST & GIFT SHOP*
800 Olive St.
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This is made possible for you through a special arrangement we have made
with the Rogers Silverware Redemption Bureau Inc. of 855 Sixth Avenue, New
York 1, New York.
Send the required amount of cards listed on the back of each card or in the
catalog, to the New York Offic4 and the silverware will be forwarded to you
Farcel Post Insured Prepaid.

SHIPPED DIRECT FROM HOLLAND
Tulips, all colors

your set today and you
cards will accumulate.
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Kentucky grade and high
school students can share $3,250
in U. S. Savings Bonds for their
essays on -How Fish and Wildlife Conservation Can Benefit My
*Community."

6

Announcing the thirteenth annual Soil Conservation Essay
Contest are Barry Bingham,

sea and
a Brookpennant
e season
s broke
orld Std.
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and and
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m landed
ay night
d Haney
ith emo-

The essay's theme completes
a four-year cycle designed to
make students aware of the
effect of good soil, water, forestry
and now fish and wildlife conservation on Kentucky's community life.
A $100 Savings Bond will be
presented to the boy or girl
who submits the essay judged
best in the state. Second prize
is a $75 bond, and third, a $50
bond.
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WASHINGTON 1111 — Mrs.
Harry S Truman, Mrs. Estes
Kafauver, and other prominent
Democratic women tossed their
old hats into the ring. They
donated the hats for an auction
held at a Democratic women's
•
day program.
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DEMOCRATIC PRESIDENTIAL nominee Attie! E. Stevenson waves to
cheering throng of more than 25,000 persons who turned out to
beer him speak in Indianapolis, Ind. Stevenson said that policies of
President Elr^nhower's Administration have brought living costs
stand• to the bighes, point In history. And further. the Democratic
ard-bearer said, it looks like prices are going higher unless something is done to stop the inflation spiraL (Iaterantiosal Sotnulphoto)

HUR.

Among the records in the
Hancock County clerk's office
at Hawesville is a mortage lien
filed in 1855 against the Barnum
& Bailey Circus by a Madame
Flouroies.
One of the largest collections
of Mound Builder's relics in
the United States is at Ancient
Buried City, Wickliffe.
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From the road up, 1957 Fords aro a complete departure from previous models. They will be
unveiled by Ford dealers in 19 body styles, of which this le the four door Victoria, a member of
the new "Fairlane Ur series. Fairlane models pre nine ladies leaser and four inches lower than
their 1956 counterparts. Though the new models1 are lower, interior headroom is as great as last
year, since the car's chassis and floor are re-designed for a lower center of gravity.
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Bond Story
Has Happy
Ending

a

Plan

Not all news is bad. Every
now and then something comes
along ttfat gives us the chance
to repdrt a story with a harm
ending
It seems that a fellow of
average means received a bonus
of ,$150 from his employer. He
decided to put half of it into
United States Savings Bonds,
and use the other to buy a gadget
for his hobby—a home tool shop.
With the $150 in his wallet,
he headed first for his bank,
where he bought a $100 Series
E Savings Bond for $75. He
put the bond in his wallet with
the remaining $75, and went
next to the hardware store to
make the other purchase. When
he reached for his wallet to
pay for the item, it was gone.
Somewhere between the bank
and the hardware, the wallet
had been lost This fellow never
knew whether his pocket had
been picked or his wallet had
bounced out as he walked. Neither police efforts nor a newspaper ad ever turned up the
missing wallet.
While in the bank a few weeks
later, he told his sad story to
the teller who had sold him
the bond. "You know, of course,
the government will replace the
lost bond," the banker told our
unfortunate friend. Why, no, he
didn't realize that. Anyway, he
didn't even have the serial number to identify the lost bond.
But the banker persisted. He
provided the proper form and
our skeptical friend certified his
loss and applied for relief. The
Treasury Department checked its
records, found the bond in question had not been offered for
redemption, and issued a duplicate to the owner.
The Treasury reports it received a nice reply from the
grateful bond owner. "Why, that
makes Savings Bonds even better
than cash, "lie had written, "to
say nothing of the interest they
draw."
Replacing lost bonds is just
one of the many services the
Treasury offers the 40-odd million individuals who own Savings Bonds. Each year thousands
of burned, mutilated, and destroyed bonds are replaced without charge. On occa.sion the
Departinenrs legal unit foes into
court to protect the interests of
co-owners and beneficiaries upon
death of the original bond purchaser.
Someone has called , Savings
Bonds "absolutely indestructible."
It's an appropriate label. No safer
investment can be found anywhere, yet they return a substantial, guaranteed interest.
These are facts about Savings
Bonds that 'are not generally
known, even among people who
buy them regularly. The story
should be told over and over,
until everyone is familiar with
the many virtues of United States
Savings Bonds.
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which kicks off on CBS-TV next
Iniday has a couple of curious
names on its credit roster—Capt.
Felix "Doc" Blanchard, the former All-American footballer, is
listed as an assistant technicpl i
director and Eric von Strohei
Jr., sun of the famous movie
director, is the show's assistant
director.
•
Elvis Pretzel, uh, Presley, is
really red hot right now—RCA
Victor reports that advance orders for his new disk, "Love Me
Tender" have gone over t h e
850,000 mark. . .CBS is shooting
the pilot of a new "Perry Mason"
series with Raymond Burr in the
lead role.
Gad! The rhesus monkey called "Captain Morgan" who capers in CBS-TV's "The Buccaneers," is really a girl monkey,
says the show's press agent. . .
Also for those who collect elegant monickickers it might be
pointed out that the actor who
plays Cochise in ABC-TV's "The
Adventures of Rin Tin Tin* is
named X Brands — he says X
Brands has been a family name
since 1763.
And a true story from the
CBS-TV quiz show, "Name That
Tune." Seems that Miss Jo Ann
Glidersleeve, a Chippewa Indian
currently on the show, was asked to give her home town during
the pre-program screening.
"Wounded Knee, South Dakota," said Miss Gildersleeve.
"Oh, and what big town is
that near?" asked the show's
producer.
"Why," said Miss Gildersleeve
brightly, "it's not far from Porcupine, South Dakota."

Learns A
Lesson The
Hard Way
This is the story of a slightly
disillusioned
young man
who
learned his lesson the hard way.
On this particular day, he arrived home from work about the
usual time in early evening. But
instead of the customary hot
meal on the dining table, he
found only some scraps of paper
—and they were very cold. Closer inspection revealed that the
scraps were the remains of some
United States Savings Bonds
which he had accumulated over
the years.

Treasury will ‘erify.. All names
were withheld, of course, but the
facts are accurate. The "case of
the irate wife" is a little unusual,
to be sure, but the ,Treasury's
records reveal thousands of cases • •
of mutilation by other means.
Many bonds are left in shirt
pockets and go through the
washing machine. Others disintegrate from being buried, of
from water seepage in basements.
Sometimes the pet dog finds the
family bond supply, with the
usual results. A common cause
of destroyed bonds is storage la the kitchen stove.

All too few people Itiow
the indestructibility, at United
States Savings lilorstb.-The service that the Treasury renders
to 40 million Savings Bonds
owners forms the basis of one
of the most heart - warming
human interest stories of a 1 I
time. Its files contain thousands
The events that followed are and thousands of letters from
not entirely clear. It seems, how- grateful people who first thought
ever, that the wife had become their loss could not be replaced
angry over some of the husband's misdemeanors, and sought
revenge through mutilation of
his Savings Bonds. What she
didn't know was that the bonds
would he readily replaced by
the Treasury Department without cost Or maybe she didn't
care.
The details of what followed
between the wife and husband
are not a matter of record. What
the record does show is that the
scraps were submitted to the
Treasury Department by the
husband, and new bonds were
Issued to replace the original
ones.
This is a true story which the

Every drop
gives you
more for
your
money!

SHELL
FUEL
OIL

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Do you dislike office or factory work? Do you like to meet
people? Do you enjoy the thrill of making e sale? Do you like
to be home With your family every night? Would you like- to
represent a 66 year old company the largest in its field? Then
be sure to answer this ad immediately and ask for more informatoon Preliminary interviews near your home.
Be a sales engineer in year 'round air conditioning: both winter arm air heating and summer air cooling. Attractive, liberal
drawing account plus commissions. Living expense allowanc.?
while In training. Steady employment. 10 to 12 weeks training
course in applied practical engineering and successful sales
presentation. Previous sales experience desirable but not absolutely necessary.'
We manufacture and distribute warm air furnaces (oil - gas coal - forced air and gravity) and summer air conditioning
units for residences and other buildings. Heating is indispensable. Every home needs a furnace of some kind. Summer an•
conditioning is growing fast.
This ad is for a man to travel Western Kentucky. Whether
you have a car or not, if you are between 30 and 40, have a
high school education and would like to build a lifetime career, setting up and servicing dealers, phone or write Walter
H. Wuerdeman, 3500 Madison Road, Cincinnati 9, Ohio; The
Williamson Company.

JOBBER

Ky. Lake Oil
Company
Phone is2
TANKS AVAILABLE

A Message To Calloway Co. Farmers
"We have been selling manufacturing milk
to Murray for the last 24 years starting at the
beginning of the depression and have continued
up to now." These are the words of Mr. Dow
Jones of the

Lynn

Grove community

pictured

above with Mrs. Jones. Mr. Jones

continues his
conversation, "Our cows have meant a great deal
to .us all along and especially in hard times. I
don't know what would have happened to this
area if it had not had the cows during the depression. They just about saved the farmers of
our community."

"Dairying fits in well with our other crops
like tobacco and corn, and our cows have helped
build up our land. We farm 92 acres with 3.7
acres tobacco, 12 acres corn and 6/
1
2 acres pop
corn. Our tobacco allotment is about half what
jt used to be so now our cows mean more than
ever."
"We used to milk about 8 cows, but since
our tobacco allotment's been cut we milk 12
cows, and next year we plan to increase our herd
a little more."
"Our milk check goes to furnish the table,
buy gasoline, clothes, fertilizer, and to pay our
regular monthly bills. In other words we live off
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offer a band of geld-colored anodised alarelatim side trim
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Esther Willisams, scheduled to
star in an NB1C-TV water spectacular Saturday night, has been
sweating out a fear of catching
the measles all week. All her
three kids came down with the
ailment at once.
CBS is flirting with Noel Coward again. Timis time, the network has decided to put money
Into Coward's "South Sea Bubble" for its Broadway debut. You
may see it as • a TV spec after its
legit run. Thr vehicle is a hit
star.London with Vivien Leigh as
its
NBC-TV and Mary Martin are
talking about. "Peter Pan" again
as a spectrurn-tacular. . ."Kukla,
Fran and 011ie" celebrate the
start of their 10th year in the
TV business Oct. 3.
CBS asked Cole Porter to sing
a few of his own tunes on the
opening Ford Star Jubilee show,
"You're The Tops," this Oct. 6,
but Porter begged off—couldn't
stand the sound of his own voice.
Notice to unemployed squaws:
The new filmed NTA series,
"Sheriff of Cochise," is looking
for some sexy looking Indians. ..
"I Remember Mama" will return
to CBS-TV on film—it'll bow in
the Sunday after the pro football
telecasts end.
NBC-TV will put the squeeze
on the Steve Allen-Ernie Kovacs
"Tonight" show—no section of
the country will see it for more
than one hour each night beginning Oct. 29.
The new "West Point" series

Killed Mother

or

in the
to you

. .,

it

•ts••

NEW 7pg,. .ta —The channel

Eddyville, Lyon County seat,
was so named because of eddies
in the Cumberland River above
and below the city.
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By WILLIAM EWALD
United Press Waft Correspondent

TORONTO ar — Fuel truck
pulley up at the home of Mrs.
Stefan Chorny. The driver poured 200 gallons of oil into her
basement before Mrs. Chorny
'could explain she had no oil
tank because she had recently
switched to gas for heating.
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OIL FOR GAS FURNACE
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TTIE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, Tcyie
Winners of the three major
&waists and their parents and
teachers will receive all-expensepaid tript to Louisville next
spring as guests of honor at the
Farm Awards Lunclaeun.
In addition to these prizes, a
district award of a $25 bond
will go to the student who places
first in each of the 121 soil
conservation districts where at
least five essays are submitted.
winners compete
Ihese dis
Tor the s te p 'zes.
ter\o the top essay
The
In each school is eligible fur
a certificate from the contest
sponsors. District winners and
runners-up also will be awarded
certificates.
Essays must, be sent to the
county or ,city school superintendent's office by December 8,
1956.
Last year's top winner from
almost 23,000 entries was Verna
Lee Hornbeck, a 12-year old
student at Jackson City School,
Jackson. Robert W. Thomas, Jr.,
15, of Lewis County High School,
Vanceburg, placed second. Tying
for third were Dobree Adams,
17, University Hi, School, Lexington, and Linda Huffaker, 16,
Monticello High School, Monticello.
Soil Conservation Essay Contest is sponsored by the newspapers and radio-television station in cooperation with the
State Department of Education
and the conservation group. Complete information may be obtained from . school superintendents, principals or soil conservation supervisors.
FEMININE HATS IN RING
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Students Can
*Share In
Bond Prize

.
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president of The roitrier-Jnornal,
The Louisville Times and WHAS,
Inc.; Dr. Robert R. Martin, State
Superintendent of Public Instruction, and A. Threlkeld, president
of the Kentucky Association of
Boil Conservation Districts.
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our milk check

and use our returns from our
cash crop for savings and to get ahead. It's awful hard for a farmer to get ahead if he does
not have a regular income to live on. I don't see
how we could make it on our cash crops alone."
This is the story of a successful farmer wise
in the ways of lands and crops and possessed of

a unique knowledge of practical farm economics._,
The dairy cow has rn*nnt-and will continue to
mean much to the economy of our area, and
manufacturing milk markets offer the average
small farmer the best yet as a means of diversification.

•
The time is ripe for a great many farmers of Calloway County to get into the manufacturing (Grade C) milk business or to increase their present herd, and we at Ryan
Milk Company stand ready and willing to offer our assistance in any way possible.
Let's help build a better community through dairying!

RDS"

10PG

74 p.4 si

7•14... Dixieland's own favorite
sweet core! Now the new rack is ready for you, with all
its tempting taste end flavor. Economical—wholesome—
delicious! Just heat and serve—or, make mouth-watering
corn fritters, puddings or chowders. Get Pride of Illinois
Sweet Corn at your grocer's today.

se 7/1144

THE ILLINOIS CANNING CO., Hoopeston, Illinois
Peckers of famous Joan of Arc Kidney lions

Ryan Milk Company

HANDCUPPM), Richard litmann.
23, Is led to jail In Alexandria.
Va., charged with the killing
et ale nether as she sat watchtrig TV. B. told police he shot
his mo,her, Almada Grey Inman. 44, because "God told
I me to do It." (hsterisattenel),

"Helping Build A Better Community"
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school. In addition, the 'weekday
classes 'reach many thousands of
children who have never attended Sunday school.
Room For Growth
Although this fall's enrollment
i's the largest in the history of
the 42-year old "released time"
program, church leaders point
out that it represents only about
one-tenth of the nation's total
By LOUIS CASSELS
public school population of 32,United Press Staff Correspondent
653,000.
"Large communities still are
WASHINGTON 411
Church
officials reported today that more not exercising their right to
The Sigma Department of the
than 3 million public school conduct religious training during
Morray Woman's Club will row students will be enrolled this school time," said Dr. Erwin L.
at the club house on Mondlay. fall for weekday religious edu- Shaver, director of weekday reOctober 8, at seven-thirty o'clock cation courses.
ligious education for the Natiorill
in the evening.
The courses are being offered Council of Churches. "There is
steady but moderate growth in
Rev. J. H. Nichols, minister in 3,000 communities in 45 states
the movement across the country.
of the First Christian Church. on a f'released limo" basis which
Much more ought to be done."
will be the guest speaker. Special the Supreme Court has found
In an effort to expand covermusic will be by Mrs. Glindcl consistent with the constitutional
o f age, the National Council is
separation
for
requirement
Reaves.
currently circulating a joint
church and state.
They are designed to supple- statement by Christian education
The hostesses will be Mrs. Joe
R. Cooper, Mrs. Allen McCoy, ment the one hour a week of leaders of 33 major denomiMrs. George Halla.nan, and Mrs. religious instruction which the nations. It calls on local churches
average child receives in Sunday and church federations across the
William Wallace.

1 Schools
Supplement
Church'ork

•1

Nowa

Local,

witilikri

SOCIAL CALENDAR

Mrs. Lillian liogaess Burns hal
just receptly returned ii.ene after
• Thursday, October 4
Wednesday. October 3
a two months visit with relatives
A planning meeting fur SunThe Altar Society of St. Leo's
in various points of interest in
Church will meet in the home day School workers pf the Bloo•
California.
4
• • • it •„,
of Mrs. John Shroat at seven- River Baptist Association will be
held at the Memorial Baptist
Barbara Louise is the name thirty o'clock.
'See
Church at seven-thirty o'clock.
chosen. by Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
The Elementary PTA of Car- All Sunday School workers are
Eugene Colson of Benton Route
Five for their daughter, weigh- ter and Austin SchOols, grades Ins Lied
•• ••
ing eight pounds 12 ounces. born one through six, will meet at the
High School PTA,
Murray
The
Street
13th
S.
on
Scbool
Carter
on Saturday, September 22, at
at two-thirty o'clock. The execu- grades seven through 12, will
the Murray Hospital.
• •••
tive board will meet at one- meet in the high school auditoro'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Wylie James thirty o'clock preceabse the ium at eightsee.
Roger Mayfield of Sedalia are meeting.
The Garden Department of the
the parents of a daughter. CherMurray Woman's' Club will meet
ry Jean, weighing seven pounds
at the club house at two-thirty
12% ounces, born on Friday.
o'clock.
September 21. at the Murray
• • ••
Hospital.
•The Service Club of the Su•• •
The September meeting of the preme Forest Woodmen Circle
A daughter, G endoly n,
weighing five pounds one ounce. Paris Road Homemakers Club will meet at the home of Mrs.
was born to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. was held at the city park with Mary Louise Baker, 1209 Poplar,
MeCaleb, College Station. on a poltuck lunch being served at at seven-thirty o'clock.
Friday, September 21. at the noon. Twelve old members and
two new ones were prcsent. The
iMurray Hospital.
ONIONS
• ••
new members being welcomed HERBS HELP FREID
•
Bennie
Mrs.
were
club
the
into
; Mr. and Mrs. Glintiel Reaves
NEW YORK an —Give new
'were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Maddox and Mrs. Joe Bybee.
taste appeal to an old favorite,
wooden
the
The club finished
'Charles Moon at t s e dinner
fried onions, by addition of herbs.
.meeting of the One and All trays that were started in July. Slice 4 or 5 medium-sized onions
'Club of Fulton last Thursday Then the first lesson for the in 2 tablespoons of butter or
evening. Mrs. Reaves presented new year was presented on margarine. Add'2 teaspoon of
a program of music on the "Style Trends."
salt, a da_th of ground black
An election of officers Tor the pepper, and
teaspoon of
• marimba. She also presented the
close
the
at
held
was
yea*.
new
program at the Murray High
crushed whole rosemary or mare
h
T
session.
business
of the
School chapel on Tuesday.
joram leaves.
• ••
chairmen for the various offices
••••
are: Pfesident, Mrs. Pat ThompMan-made fibers such as nyson. vice president; Mrs. Harold lon. dacron and orlon are extra
Grogan secretary, Mrs Rob Er- strung. So use sharp shears and
win, tre
. asurer, -Mrs. Pat Cole- cvt them with long strokes. Be
man, garden leader, Relate Steely sure to leave a generous seam
Col- allowance.
The Zeta Department of the major project. Mrs. Elmer
miner
Murray Wornani_Clula'r held a lins and Mrs. Hill Gardner.
dinner meeting a the club house . project. Mrs. Billy Edmonds and

Rev, Nichols To Be
speaker At Meet Of
Sigma Department

Paris Road Club
Meets At Park
For Luncheon

on Thursday. September V. at imra• mire steely' landscape
'Mrs
'
Burie Cochrinn. recreation, Mrs.
seven o'clock in the evening.
Robert 0. Miller, county at- J. T. Taylor, citizenship, Mrs. Joe
torney, was the guest speaker Bybee, publicity, Mrs. Bennie
and gave a most interesting dis- Maddox. reading. Mrs. Ina Nescussion on the subjeoa, "Juveniles bitt, and membership. M r s.
Unaware." He discussed particu- Dewey Grogan.
The October meeting of the
A general discussion was held
A general riscussion was, held, club will be held in the home
by the- members follovi-ing--Mer _of Mrs Harold Grogan_
Miller's talk.
Mrs. Charles D. Clark. chairman of the department. presided
at the meeting. New members
introduced were Mrs. Dennis
Dole and Mrs.
Taylor. Miss Vivian Hale, and
Mrs. Piic
Mrs. William Nall.
Foreman Glahnin represented the
The tables were attractively Captain Wenlell Oury chapter
decorated with arrangements of of the Daogliters 'of the Amerifall flowers. The hostesses were can Revolution at the first and
Mrs. C. C. Lowry, Mrs. •James second district meeting of the
Rudy AUbritten. Mrs. Norman DAR held at Elizabethton on
Hale. -and Mrs. Dennis Taylor.
Wednesday. September 26.
The morning session was held
at the First Presbyterian Church
followed by the luncheon anoil
afternoon session at the Country
Club.
The Murray chapter will be
host for the district meeting nal
year.

WORTH $4.00
A VOLUME

Ate

with $2.50
in purchases

104, Likes Ike

EXcLOIKSII
LISBON!

HERBERp.,
RAY

at 1/4th Of its
Real Worth!

Then,
Each Week, Another
Volume of the SetUntil Your Sets Complete

with any
purchase

apitionaLY at 104. Mrs. Mary
Duce of East Los Angeles,
Calif., marks her birthday by
giving away her political leanings with "I like Ike." She has
seen 20 Presidents, but "He's
the greatest." (international)

The
Deluxe Edition
25 VOLUMES-9,446 PAGES
5,850,000 WORDS-30,000 SUBJECTS-5,750
MAPS, ILLUSTRATIONS DRAWINGS AND DIAGRAMS.
2 Inches High and 55/8 Inches Wide, and
/
Each Volume is 81
Contains Approximately 200,000 words on 375 doublecolumned Pabes!—Science, History, Nature, Geography, Inventions,
Medicine, Engineering, Industry, Sports, Musk, Art, Drama, etc.

Mo., for a speech,
giDroG to Municipal auditorium In Kansas City,
on the best of terms.
Adios Stevenson and Harry Truman look
Ster.ensoo, and said
Mrs. Truman is with them_ Truman Introduced
"If he keeps going like
SUSI the presidential candidate's speech.
(faternattosal doonsdPaoto/
this be is goin,a to win."

**riteHere's How A&P's BOOK-A-WEEK PLAN
No. 2 will go on sale for only 99c

LIFELONG PAL MUST DIE
:

. beginning today . . . one of the volumes
fads week
of this valuable Encyclopedia set will be placed on.
sole . . until ALL 25 volumes of the set have been
Today! Volume
made available to our customers
No. 1 goes on sale for 25c (with 92.50 in other

Next week, Volume
(with ANY purchase). And each week thereafter a sueceeding volume of the set will be put on sale for only 99c
(with any purchase).. All of the volumes of this wonderful set will be made available to oil AA? customers,

purchases)

old and new!

Start Your Set
Today!
Get Volume No. 1
-- for only 25c!

MAUREEN

MILANO • O'HARA
YVONNE
clDRAINSE • FURNEAUX

..„
This Set WOW Cost You $100.00,
If Bought Through the Customary
House-to-House Canvassing Mfrthods!
If you bought this beautiful, 25-Volume %Luxe

Exclusively at

Edition of the FUNK

NATUREMA • TRUCOLOR
cor•••lorl
No *drabs%
•t

INCE LEHI

t

Go to any A&P Food Store today! Pick up
Volume No. 1 for only 25c (with $2.50 in ourchases1 . Each week thereafter get another
volume of tNe set for only 99c (with ANY
purchase). That's all there is to A&P's BookA-Week Nen. Soon you'll awn the entire set —
AT LESS THAN ONE-FOURTH OF ITS REAL

.

DAVID MOOSE, 5, lies in bed in Rosemead, Calif., suffering a
severe case of asthma and suffering p2rhaps even more with the
knowledge that his 8-year-old fox terrier Teddy, shown with him,
ritist be „tut to sleep permanently. Teddy has a brain tumor.
David has )qiown Teddy as a pal and guardian ever since he can
remember. 44.41 oprration might save Teddy, hut brain tumor
operations are expensive, even for dogs. David has been saving
his pennies, hoping to pay. Doctors say David's Illness Is complicated considerably by Teddy's case. finternationa/ BoundpA0to),

WAONALLS UNIVERSAL

S14NDARD ENCYCLOPEDIA through Hit customary bouse-to-bouse Canvassing nhoda, you

,41

fis&on

•

A & P's BOOK-A-WEEK Plan Enables You to Own
This$1009Encyclopedia Set at 1/44 ofIN Real Worth!

JEWELRY

TODAY & THURS.
A MUM ULAR r;OUBLE-CROSS

on the

1300KPAMEEK Plan!

Furches

/LI

1

250

VISTA $250.00
Also $100 to 2475
Weddirg Ring $12.50

Ph. 1934

1-

only

LETTING BYGONES BE BYGONES

E. Side Sq.

asiemainnimmeen
Some commutation provide religious courses for public school
students all the way through
hip school. Bin , a majority of
the programs are focussed on
fourth, fifth and sixth grade
elementary school students.
Although details vary from one
community to another, the usual
pattern is for a Weekday religious
school to offer one hour Q4
instruction a week to each child
enrolled.
Thus a fairly small laculky of
trollied teachers can handle a
large number of closes during
the course of a week. The
typical faculty con.sists of one
to three full-time paid professional teachers and several volunteers. The cost of maintaining
a school averages from $5 to
$10 per pupil per year.
Since the week day religious
schools are entirel financed by
private funds, they are pot subject to restrictions which bar
tax-supported public schools from
offering any sectarian religious
instruction

Goes On Sale Today at

VOL.1

Alurrayans Attend
District DAR Meet

Kmpsake—

country to sponsor weekday
schools in communities which do
not now have them.
Typical Religious_filtinrani
Briefly, this is how a typical
weekend religious education program works;
A church, or a group of
churches, provides
classrooms
(which must be off public school
property) and a staff of paid
or volunteer teachers. AU expenses, including transportation
of the children, must be borne
by the sponsoring religious ora
ganisation so that no public tax
funds are involved.
Public schools then may cooperate, under terms of • 1962
Supreme Court decision, by releasing students from their reMiler clasawork for an hour or
more each week to attend the
religious courses. Parents must
sign a card requesting that their
children be released. Children
without such authorization from
their parents remain in public
school classrooms to take elective
courses or do review work.

d
=v5t::::b
I'VNIC & WAGNAILli •
3
A ENCYCLOPEDIA
UNIVERSALSRD`
STANDA

Robert 0. Miller
Guest Speaker For
Zeta Department

1
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would

pay

$100.00 for the set. NOW! ihpough

AirP's special BOOK - A - wEEK, 000-.WILL
• OFPER, you con own this set for less than ONEFOURTH 9f its real werth. Take advonipse of
A&P's thriMng Good-Will Offer! Start now,9tquir-,
.ing this excellent encyclopedia set which carries
the pre:Hoes-end editorial integrity of the ;worldhonored name of FUNK &WAGNALL$!:

VALUE!
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Appraisel Newlipgilfge In -Religion Over
The Nation Is Made By Leading Clergymen
Sc pee weed ler tine day, minimum of 17 words for 50c - Sc per word for three days. Classified

FOR SALE •

VIGO SEED wheat re - cleaned
and union free. See Robert•Ceatg,
Ht. 3, Hazel, Ky. Ph. Hy 3-3140
03C
or Hy 2-3581.

FOR RENT •

TWO SEPERATE BEDROOMS, 1
ONE 220 GAL. gas tank and four
20,000 B.T.U. room gas heaters. Usea electric clipper. Good eon
!tarnished, 1 unfurnished. AvailTp ble immediately. Phone 7. R.
Phone 7. Ronald W. Churchill. Billion. Call 1103
.
04C
W. Churchill.
04C
1•11.

NOTICE

ROUSE, tot 80 x175 feet, s i x
looms, bath, basement with gar'se, located at at S. 6th St. Call
Brush needs
0413 FOR YOUR Fuller
580-R. See Dee Vinson
call Lois Kelly, 1625 Hamilton.
N IC
ALUM STORM windows arid phone 1430.
doors. Shade screen or Alum. All
types of Mum awnings. Phone Monuments first class material
' 04P
1303.
granite and marble, large selec-

UNFURNISHED APT. with three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
Ryan. $40 per month. Phone 721
04P
for appointment.
- -

2 ROOM furnished apartment.
Cold and hot water. Bath. 1206
TFC
tion styles, sizes. Call 85, home West Main. Phone 325.
phone 526. See at Calloway
Monument Works, Vester Orr, FOUR ROOM unfurnished apartowner. West Main St., near col- ment with private entrance, also
N4C three room apartment furnished.
lege.
Retired men prefered. Will board
if desired. Mrs. Tucker, 414 S.
MONUMENTS
03?
Murray Marble & Granite Works 8th Street.

LOOK. We build porches, enporches, build carports,
close
garages. Any repair you want.
ome Comfort Cu., 18th at Main
04?
l‘t., phone 1303.

I.

•••

2 REFRIGERATORS, one late
model excellent condition. Phone
04C
088-M. B. B. Dill.
builders of fine memorials for
over half century. Porter White,
skates.
ONE PAIR LADIES shoe
N3C SPEED QUEEN wringer washer.
Size seven. Good as new. Call Manager .Phone 121.
Call M .G. Richardson. Ph. 74.
04C
2148.
03C
Singer Sewing machine represucker-rod,
sales,
sentative in Murray. For
1200 G.P.H. Myers
reump. 3 inch pipe and rod to service, repair contact Leon Hall,
TFC
150 feet. Call IDL-6-3345. 05C 1617 Farmer. Ph. 1622-M
WILL KEEP two children during
HANDY Steel eabinet. Adjustday and give meals, over 2 years
able shelves. Has good luck.
old. Mrs. Peery, call 1299-W.
Brand new. See this cabinet at
04P
the Ledger and Times. About NEED YOUNG MAN to work in
six feet high and three feet wide. store and mill, drive trtick etc.
03NC Steady work 5
LOST & FOUND I
days. Ross Feed
03C
Company.
FROZEN Food Locker, grocery
FOUND: BEAGLE hound. Don
store and service station all cornFortanberry. Apartment 64, Orenterprofitable
'tined as one
05NC
Heights
chard
lot
building,
'prize complete with
reasonably
and equipment. This
USED circulating coal heating
priced business located in Lath- stove with jacket..., Call 1788
A recent survey by the Uniam. Tennessee 6 miles south of
04P versity of Michigan Research
Dukedom. This place is for sale
Center has confirmed the wideat a bargain price. Owner must
cotton rags. No over- spread popularity of United States
CLEAN
of
health
poor
of
because
sell
Americans
lingerie or curtains. Ledger Savings Bonds among
wife. Connie Seay, Latham, Tenn. alls,
06NC in all walks of life.
06P and Times.

SERVICES OFFEREF1

WANTED

r

ted To Buy

,
By Louis CASSELS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINGTON WS -Ev angeads are payable In advance.
lisi Billy Graham said today
•
"there is no doubt that we are
experiencing the greatest religiREPORT OF PROPERTY PREAmerican
ous renaissance in
SUMED ABANDONED AS OF
history."
JULY 1, 1956
But he and other leading minProperty held by individuate
or other institutions to be turned isters warned that awakened
over to the Department of Rev- public interest in religion must
enue, Commonwealth of Ken- be translated into a deeper comtucky, between November 1 and mitment to its teachings before
the current back - to - church
ed before that time.
movement can be called a true
Bank of Murray, 4th & Main spiritual revival.
Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
Graham was one of six promiFollowing are names, address, nent clergymen who participated
and amounts:
in a United Press symposium on
Mary Nell Baker, address un- the significance of the rapid
known, $59.77.
•
growth in church membership
R. T. Barnett, 217 Fountain recorded during the past few
Avenue, Paducah, Ky., $18.95.
years. Other participants were
Margaret R. Bray, address un- theologian Reinhold Niebuhr; Dr.
known, $42.00.
Norman Vincent Peale; Dr. Ralph
E. L. Crawford, adoress un- W. Sockman; Methodist Bishop
known, $49.95.
G. Bromley Oxnam; and the
Col William C. Smith, address' right Rev. Angus Dun. Episcopal
unknown, $8.51.
bishop of Washington.
All based their comments on
Edwin Earl Pierce. 1971 Wyoa recent report by the National
ming, Dearborn, Mich., $23.55.
Linda June Ray, address un- Council of Churches showing
!blot church membership in the
known, $6.00.
Joe Richardson, address un- United States has passed 100
million for the first time, and is
known, $25.59.
taming to grow at a rate that
Mrs. George S. Robertson, adOutstrips population gains by
'dress unknown. $48.95.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

FLOO
R I re.1 11 .
H
..4.N
i ..
CAT
AN
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HEAR
I
p ME

nrants use of
42—San god
43—Closes
securely
45—I.et It stand
46—Crafty
48—Strikes
(eollog.)
.50-111.,hoprle
St —Kliipticsl
5J—Makes Into
leather.
55—Hebrew letter
56—Oirl's name
bs—Raged
61—Revolt
113-.--Country of
Europe

ACROSS
1 -Noblemen

g-Itetibistopewees

11—l'erstinal
adornment

141-Printer's
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acreptatile. And then it was
having a lousy time. he was hav- ly
o'clock.
ing a dancing lesson . . . De- eight moment I saw Steve come
In a
cause of me.
out of his room and hurry up the
He loved me.
I lost sight of him as
1 watched the two figures whirl corridor.
into the crowd headed
moved
he
my
then
and
across the Tibor,
elevators. I kept my eye
the
for
waltzing,
was
Steve
heart sank.
door of his studio: I
he was learning to waltz . . . 'on the
want his teacher to elude
didn't
was
he
all
was
that
perhaps
and
waited until I was sure
learning. Perhaps he had insisted me. I
had left the reception room
on that, not realizing that the Steve
started on my errand. I
number of waltzes a dance band before I
nil. As a opened the door marked Studio
to
next
was
played
3
CHAPTER
in.
to him 1 would stick -IC and went
The first thing 1 saw when my favor
The room was filled with
speak to his teacher
and
around
luxurious
soft,
the
I feet hit
school. I wanted his sur- music, a gay, lilting waltz. It
carpeting of the fourteenth floor after
was old Vienna. bright uniforms
for me to be perfect.
prise
beautifpl
y
incredibl
an
was
sabres, long swirlAnd then, .it wouldn't hurt to and flashing
blonde talking to an incredibly
that Steve ing dresses and arch smiles.
svelte brunette with glamorous let this blonde know
Just in Steve's teacher had neglected to
eyeglasses. The first thing 1 had a wife, also blonde.
ideas turn off the music. She lay still,
any
getting
music.
case she was
heard was muted, dreamy
What as still as death, sprawling groher
let
I'd
stand.
him,
about
It was more than I could
tesquely on the smooth shining
had.
1
elevafifigernails
the
long
I turned back toward
In her back just below her
floor.
corner
reception
the
of
the
I went back to
tor bank and, out
left shoulder was a smpll round
corbouncing
a
in
Steve
quietly
saw
sat
room and
of my eye, I
hole. Her wbite blouse was slowjubilantly down a corridor. He ner. 1 didn't want the recep- ly turning crimson.
it
disappeared.
make
and
me
and
notice
door
to
a
tionist
opened
I dropped to my knees beside
A down car stopped beside me necessary for me to explain why
her, reaching for her wrist. The
to
L
enough
Then
had
it.
She
into
here.
stepped
was
I
I
and
0
her hand were curled
do without listening to a lengthy, fingers of
stepped back out again.
small, curiously shaped
Gritting my teeth, I walked embarrassed explanation from a Around a
heavy black paper. Her
through the room, on into the suspicious wife. I lit a cigarette piece of
extended almost as if
corridor, on toward the door. I and watched this smoothie with arm was
were handing the paper to
put my hand gently on its knob the hopped-up spectacles go about she
took it from her.
to ease it open just an inch, and her bust ne sa. She assigned me. I
It was a cut-out, a silhouette of
I found myself staring through a studios to teachers and pupils,
. and
the directed new students to the head a beautiful girl's profile
."s",............irre glassed peephole into
of the school, answered the phone her head was twice pierced by a
m beyond.
Standing in the center of the and made entries in the appoint- large, big-eyed darning needle..
The needle gleamed wickedly
room was Steve. His back was ment book on her desk.
of the silhouto me and he was facing a tall.
The girl was not only the most against the black
Her
no mistaking the
willowy, ravishing female.
efficient receptionist in town, but ette. There was
was
wide blue eyes were flattering it was a good bet she was the macabre artist's subject. It
the
Steve with a heated welcome. Her most charming. She was a big the girl who lay sprawled on
the
luscious bright red mouth was not sister to all the women, but she floor, her eyes glassy with
only generous, it was Inviting. wasn't that to any of the men. horror of sudden death.
Her figure couldn't have been I could see that she made each
I stumbled to my feet and
real, but I was afraid it wits. .. man feel that this business was started out of the room. Her
and she was blonde! Very blonde, being run solely for him. She,nad murderer was somewhere near,
very, very. But not as blonde as a touch, a very personal touch: very near. There had only been a
I! My woman's Intuition had led She made me wonder If 1, in minute's time since Steve had'
me to victory on that point_ spite of my 20-20 vision, shouldn't left this studio and I had enOtherwise, I could see, I was invest in a pair of those gold- tered it. There had been only a
glasses. minute for the murderer to slip
not doing well at all.
bedecked, odd-shaped
Steve moved closer to her, put Looking at her, thinking of in through the door and
his arms around her. She shook Steve's teacher and the other
My legs stopped moving and I
her flamboyant head at him and gorgeous faculty members 1 had stood facing the door, afraid to
he held her tighter. Site freed spied upon, I realized that my open it, afraid to turn from it.
herself and stepped back; the husband certainly knew how to I had watched that door from
spoke to him with her lips and pick a dancing school.
the reception room. I had seen
with her eyes. He held out his
pupils for the eight o'clock Steve come through it, close it
The
into
expertly
arms and she moved
classes were beginning to swarm behind him. It had not been
them. They swayed together and in now. They were young and opened or closed again until I
foot.
her
on
Steve stepped
old, fat and lean, tall and short. had turned the knob.
I almost cried aloud. I shut Dancing, it seemed, was here to
I forced myself to turn around,
my eyes and leaned my forehead stay. Suddenly there was noth- to find the other entrance through
against the door. Steve Barton ling in the world 1 wanted to do which the killer had come,
was taking dancing lessons.
so much as dance. Steve was through which he had made his
He was doing this for me. He still that way about me.
escape. Four mirrored walls,
me.
' was learning to dance for
shining, solid, met my eyes. There
put
I
eight.
about
Just
Was
It
Rosethe
to
When he took me
brochure thra was only one means of entrance
wood Room for our anniversary down the elaborate
that the to this room ... the door behind
clear
quite
it
made
the
out
sit
wouldn't
party we
of Dancing wan me, the door that Steve had used.
evening like a pair of bumps on Crescent School
I had seen Steve with this
something terrific and watched
a log. We would dance!
No
room fill up with girl, and she had been alive.
I opened my eyes and looked the reception
had been in this
Steve
but
one
I
pupils.
s
period'
next
again. Steve and the sensational the
awkward new- room with her . . . and now she
young lady were gliding around watched a shy,
by the re- was dead, murdered.
tow
in
taken
comer
with
the room. His jaw was set
down one
him
led
She
ceptionist.
forehis
,
a fierce determination
"The Waltzer" makes the
corridors that
head was wrinkled in a scowl. of the three
waiting room, headlines and Steve is on the
the
from
spoked
wasn't
he
fun;
having
wa'n't
1 He
the processing spot. Centinne "The Blonds
even enjoying being in the arrri led him Vv.vard
him, too, social-I Died Dancing" here tomorrow.
of a female like that. Lie was that would make
SYNOPSIS
Connie Barton's husband of 'Imola
fhe happy years hail made her euspieions lately by his Wednesday
night •bsences• his alibis for going
out these menangs have worn thin. So
Connie eoseiudes Steve must be hating blonde trouble. Shg resolves to
fight fire with fire. She has her let
hair dyed the blondest blonde and
seeks to allure him into staying
home. But Steve laughs at her new
hair-do and goes out again. Furious.
Connie follows him covertly The trail
leads to the fourteenth floor of an office building .
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2.5--Clty In Europe
27—Transactions
3—Boy
attendants
32—Temporary
shelter (pl.)
34—Eat away
36—Mallcious
burning
27—Tray
38—Thin. narrow
board
40—Intensify
41—Spirited horse
44—Heavenly
bodies
41—New England
university
49—Break
suddenly
52—Crilege
degree (abbr.)
54—Nahoor sheep
57—flat Is
(abbr.)
53—Spanish
di tide
60—Note a scale

ppople _one of their heir opportunities for "belonging.' This re-'
lationship in itself may not have
much real • ehristlan depth Wit
it offers an opportunity to draw
people into a deeper association.
"Also, while it is true that
_American is prospering and outwardly at peace, we have been
living through times in which
people generally could not fail
to have a sense of foreboding
and anxiety. It may be that a
vise of ultimate insecurity and
of the tremendous responsibilities inherent in our situation
may be working to make people
take life inure seriously."

0
Inspiration.
more than 511 per cent.
Termed An "Awakening"
Movement Sweeps America
"This new interest in religion
Most of them agreed with Graham that a powerful religious is derived from the necessity of
movement is sweeping America, finding meaning in life and of
but they 'varied widely in their discovering new ways for more
effective living."
interpretations of it.
Wickman. whose "national raGraham, who took one of the
most optimistic views, acknowl- dio pulpit" sermons have been
edged that there is "little evi- heard by millions of Americans
dence" so far that increased in- since 1917, said the nation is
terest in religion has been ac- undergoing "a religious awakencompanied by higher standards ing" but "it is yet to be deterof "personal morality" or by a mined whether it becomes a real
to religious revival."
approach
Christian
more
"basic social problems" such as
people are
"The American
race relations.
waking up to the fact that secu"If every church member were lar living- even in a period of
committed to Christ, I doubt if great prosperity like tl e present
u.e would be having the racial -is not enough," he slid. "They
iolence, the unbelievable crime are looking for scmething more.
in our major cities, the high The test will be wt,sther the
divorce rate, the terrible slum church can give them what they
areas of our cities, and many need and not merely w.iat they
other social problems," he said. desire.
But the fact that the present
"Some people come to church
"religious renaissance" has yet to looking for 'happiness' or peace
exert a major transforming in- of mind.' But you can't make a
fluence on American life dues wordly success story out of the
not mean that it is insincere, cross.
Graham said.
The church has got to get back
to its original message-a call to
He recalled that there was a
service and sacrifice. Religiol is
"time lag of nearly a quarter of
not a commodity to be sold but
a century" before the 18th Cen- a cause to be served:"
tury Wesleyan revival in EngOxnam, methodist bishop of
land showed its effects in British
Washington, said the "remarkathere
he
said,
social life Thus,
ble" growth of U. S. churches
are grounds for "hope that the
"reflects the increased effectiverenewed religious interest of toness of a better-trained clergy
day will make its impact on the
and a carefully-developed proAmerica of tomorrow,"
gram of, religious education and
of community service."
Reserved Appraisal
"It is not an emotional flareNeibuhr, noted author of theological books and professor of up of fear," he said. It is clear
applied Christianity at Union evidence of a deepening religious
Theological Seminary, New York, inter.:st - t h e expression of
was the most reserved in his thoughtful-decision upon the part
appraisal of rising church en- of increasing numbers in one of
the great movements of history."
rollment.
Bishop Dun said it is "surpris"I think it is questionable that
it indicates a genuine spiritual ing and perplexing that the
revival," said Niebuhr. "Certain- churches of the United States
ly piing to church is popular. are showing su c h a dynamic
Perhaps it is too popular - it quality in the midst of excephas become the fashionable thing tional prosperity.'
Speculate On Motives
to do. It establishes a sense of
"By biblical testimony and by
community in the impersonality
of the city. It is significant that historical experience." he saiii,
church membetship is now more "the church has risen to its
popular in the cities than in the greatest heights when it was uncountry, whereas it used to be der handicaps and even oppression. It is right that we should
the other way around:”--great
A sharply diffeiunt view was be a little suspicious of
by
Peale, popular growth in church membership
expressed
author, broadcaster and pastor of which occurs at a time when
Marble Collegiate Church in New America is enjoying this-world
comforts to such a high degree.
York.
"No one can say dogmatically
"I firmly believe that the increase in church membership is what motivations are behind it.
not a superficial salute to reli- We can only speculate.
"One factor, I think, is that
gion in general," said Peale. "It
has happened because people, are the increasingly urban character
definitely looking for adequate and mobility of our society has
eillutions to personal problems left many people rootless, withand because the church has dis- out and deep sense of belonging.
a
covered how to make religion a Churches, with their stroi 7
daily source of guidance a n d munity and social aspect:, &el
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States In Battle For New
Industry. Facts Are Used

Freez:om's key to better living
is your newspaper:.

ly EVERETT R. iRwiN
L.lae the only one of its kind
United Press Staff Correspondent in the nation, charged specifically
— States are with promoting agricultural deCHICAGO
battling. for new ihdustry today velopment by attracting t 0 d
with weapons that range from processing plants.
high - pressure advertising gim- • —Winthrop Rockefeller's Arkanmicks to analytical surveys and sas Industrial Development Comlow-key fact sheets.
mission formed about 80 luical
Some are working on a shoe- industrial development corporastring, with the governors doubl- tions to prepare local area for
ing in brass as the chief contact new industries.
man with industry. Others hire , —Gov. Charles Russell and other
big staffs of advertising. pro- , top Nevada officials are seeking
motion and publicity experts to ; to obtain • 125.000-acre desert
hustle new business.
valley near the Colorado River
Almost without exception. a and Hoover Dam from the federal
United Press survey showed the government for an industrial destate agencies charged with pro- velopment project.
moting industrial development —Kentucky and some other
are working closely with local Southern states lure Northern
communities, area deve:oprnent businessmen with eseorted tours
groups, chambers of commerce. of possible factOry sites.
—The Wyoming Natural Rerailroads and utilities.
The survey turned up a wide sources Board sponsors an annual
variety of promotions. A sampl- industrial workshop.
Authorizes College Courses
ing included:
—The Michigan Department of —The, state authorized Arizona
Economic Development launched State College to offer an ennational gineering course to help staff
on July 1 a
advertising program keyed to the prospective electronic, aircraft and
theme. "Michigan is good to guided missile industries.
industry."
—Indiana has carried on a promotional campaign 'In national
Seeks Feed Plants
—The. Kentucky Department of business magazines stressing that.
Economic Development this year the Hoosier state is "debt-tree."1
set up a new division. said to
Indiana's Department of Commerce and Public Relations also
has drummed on the fact ,that
the state has no net income,
use, retail, sales, corporate or'
manufacturers taxes.
Other states stressing low or
reasonable taxes include Illinois,1
Rhode Island. New Jersey, Arkansas. Wyoming and Utah.
—Ohio officials say industry likes
thc state's workmen's compensation and jobless pay laws. Ohio
turned down 'United Ain°'Workers ch.ef Walter Reuther's guaranteed annual- wage proposals
and refused jobless pay to strikers in the long Westinghouse
,-pute.
Cite Waterways
—The Dallas Chamber ot COMlabor laws
metre says Texas
provide a favorable 'labor climate_" Nebraska ofers the "good
old-fashioned bait of low-cost,
trouble - free operation." And
South Dakota stresses what Noel
Tweet, head of its industrial .
development and expansion agency. calls its "unspoiled industrial climate."
Several--states--siotably Louisiana, Missouri and Alabama—use
their- rivets or waterways as
selling points. Florida points to
its proximity to Latin-American
markets. And Minnesota plugs
the recreational advantages afforded by its 10.000 lakes.
• Arizona. Nevada and Utah offer their vast stretches of cheap
desert land for industries requiring much space. and their
inland locations away from coastal areas vulnerable to enemy
attack.
Nearly every state, of course,
emphasizes its natural resources,
the - potential market within its
reach, and its available labor
pool
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Freedom c.,f choice is the
FoUselation of America's free way
of life. Your ability
to choose wisely depends on your
knowledge of the truth. Look to
your newspaper for the authentic

New Missile Tested

facts that are your indispensable
guide-posts to better living.
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l'reedom and responsibility are inseparable. Torsikr- full
extent that we are free to choose for ourselves, we must
take the responsibility for the choices we make. Your
newspaper exists to bring you the accurate information.
you need to choose always in the hest interests of yourself, your family, your ettry.

•
MEWES7 MISSILE to probe seBOOST FOR BRAVES
crets of outer space is the
HOLLYWOOD `I` — A bras"Terrapin," developed by the riere manufacturer today sent
University of Maryland and the to a Milwaukee newspaper an
Republic Aviation Corporation, ad. in the form of a telegram,
which is shown being tested for which is to be printed if the
the first time at Fargiingdale, Braves win the
National League
N. Y. Less than 15 feet long, the
pennant. It read: **Congratulamissile can be handled by three
men. It Is capable of racing 80 tions on winning the pennant.
miles skyward and radioing back We've been watching the Braves
important Information. At top, figures as closely as yours. We're
the "Terrapin- rests on launch- thrilled with your boys, and
ing cradle. In center, blast off as we, hope your girls stay Ann
rocket beads skyward. At bot- in front all year Hollywood
tom, the new missile accelerates V-Ette Brassieres."
rapidly, attaining speed of 1)300
miles per hour by the time it
The Cane Ridge Meeting House
reaches 10,000 feet. At that alti- in Bourbon County. built in 1791
tude the first section (below top by Presbyterians from North
pair of fins) drops away,the sec- Carolina, is the parent church
ond rocket motor cuts hi and the of the Christian denumlinetion in
....speed Is boosted to about 3,800 Kentucky, othewise known as the
mires nom. tbno vs /international/
Disciples of Christ.

American youth early finds "freedom's key to better living" inithe pages of its
newspapers. Our unparalleled opportunities.
for achievement ... our priceless rights to think, speak
and choose for ourselves.

can be

maintained only so long as our newspapers
keep forever open our channels to

DENATURALIZATION UNDERWAY

the facts that concern us.

tOS OCTI6 Att. 411

Knowledge of the truth provides the power
on which America moves forever forward!
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NEWSPAPER

The DAILY
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Ledger & Times
RACKET KINGPIN Frank Costello Is brought in handcuffs to tila
denaturalization trial M New York by a federal officer. Costello
was brought from prison, where he is serving five years for inri,
- /international Soundphoto)
rcome tax evasion.
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